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was longer than that—(shows a very faint scar about 6 inches

long on her leg). It didn't have to be stitched—that sugar

stitched it.

(What about something more serious, like a gunshot—if somebody

got shot accidentally or on purpose—?)

Oh, you got me there. You got me there! I~~don't know. I never

did see anybody treated like that—gunshot.

(Did you ever hear back in the old days—when they still had

battles—and people got hurt?)

Well, I used to just hear about, "He was wounded—he was shot."

But I never did know how they treat it or how they cured them.

And they used to, say they used to cut their bullets out when

they were shot. But arrows, I don't know how they got those

things out.

(What kind of arrows did the Arapahoes have—what kind of

points?)

They had flint points. I wish you was around when I had them

things. I had four—flint points—that were on my grandpa's

arrows—Sitting Bull. He give me four and he gave four to his—

well, she died—my aunt died—maybe Edna might have them. And

you know when my boys growed up they got them and they put them

on their arrows and when they ̂ shoot the rabbits they couldn't

find the arrows back. Lewis had two and Hannibal had two and

they went out rabbit—

(End of Side A)

(Myrtle had been telling about, how her boys lost the arrows ^

mentioned above)

(And when they lost those arrows, you just told them that maybe

it was supposed to be that way?)

Yeah. I told them it was supposed to be that way. Just don't

think about them.. Don't try to look for them, I told them. May-

be they were supposed to be gone. ,,So they never did bother about

looking for them. It was out this way. They went out this way,

somewhere, they were chasing rabbits. •

INSECT AND SNAKE BITES

(What would they do for insect bites or stings—like a spider


